The word education is derived from the Latin word educare which means to bring up. Another Latin word educere, means to bring forth. Therefore, education is to bring forth as well as bring up. According to Varro "Educitobstertrix, educate, nutrix, institute, pedagogues, docet, magister" i.e. "the mid-wife brings forth, the nurse brings up, the tutor trains, and the master teaches". Accordingly education does not mean only the acquisition of knowledge but it is the development of attitudes and skills.
pens: papyri, clay tablets and rags and leather became paper and more recently screens; reed pens and quills have been replaced with pens and markers and highlighters; feathers and brushes have been replaced with digital brushes and painting with photoshop; cave walls and stones became blackboards, later white boards, and more recently smartboards; manuscripts became books, and books were later illustrated, and more recently became e-books and podcasts; notech came to be replaced by low-tech, and later by hi-tech.
A four-age history of education may be perceived, granting that different ages or phases may not coincide in different places of the world, that one phase may not replace an earlier one altogether, that the four-phase sketch may apply vertically as well horizontally; that is, the four phases can exist at the same time in different parts of the world, or even of one country or region, and of course do exist at a chronological level in the same environment or setting. One part of the world, one part of a region, or a country, may still carry over knowledge and experience from one generation to another orally, whereas another may at the same time be doing formal schooling, while a third may be engaged in using technology in teaching and learning. ( 1 ) In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. (2) The same was in the beginning with God. (3) All things were made by him; and without him was not anything made that was made. (4) In him was life; and the life was the light of men. (5) And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not. … (9) That was the true Light, which lighteth every man that cometh into the world. (Bible, KJV: John 1). Table Spread Sura. Verse 31 in the Sura tells of a raven that is sent be God to teach Cain, having slain his brother Abel, how to bury him. Two verbs occur in the Quranic references: one is 'allam ("informed", "taught") and the other is li-yurayhu ("in order that it -the ravenmight show him").
Four ages of education are outlined in
Such instances in the Holy Books are justifications for a divine theory of language origin. The semantically-loaded imperative verb ɁiqraɁ ("read") -the first word revealed to Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) -in conjunction with the Prophet's response maaɁana bi qaariɁ ("I am not capable of reading") record at least two stages in the history of one person's education, from orality to literacy.
The Holy Quran itself -and by analogy, the Bible -is an illustration of the four ages of education outlined below. First revealed from God to the Prophet through Gebril -or Gabriel -it continued to be transmitted by word of mouth until well after the Prophet's death. Later, it was written down based on the memories of those Muslims who had kept it by heart. Eventually it came to be printed, and now it is available in many electronic and digital formats. (Isola, 2003 , cited in Dasylva, 2006 Oral education has been traditionally found in places of poverty and social isolation. Yet, it is unfair to use ignorance and illiteracy interchangeably.
Manu-Scriptural Some 10000 years ago; rise of agriculture; labor, slavery and class; from insciptions to hand-written manuscripts using reed brushes dipped in ink traditional schooling Oral mouth-ear-mouth stories, play and exploration From hunting to agriculture Written/ illustrated Around AD.1400; rise of industry; religious reform children had to go to school, rather than play or work printed, later illustrated, books from typewriters to desktop computers formal schooling The gap between orality and literacy must have been bridged by an age of manuscripts and hand-writing. The span of time filled in with manuscripts varied from one community to another, depending on when each community became familiar with printing. And the move from orality to an age of manuscripts was in a sense a move from living performances to dead letters that have been more readily retrievable. 
Manu-Scriptural

Written, later Illustrated
"Education is the kindling of a flame, rather than the filling of a vessel" (Socrates)
"He who opens a school door closes a prison" (Victor Hugo)
There of course had been "schools" before the invention of printing, but the availability of books had been quite limited. The two quotes below refer to some forms of schooling in ancient Egypt and in Athens, respectively:
From the pictures and images, it seems that classrooms had tables for the children to use to write on and lessons were taught by teachers. used is didaskaleion "a place for instruction", while the generic term scholē, meaning leisure-a reference to schooling being the preserve of the wealthier sector-was also coming into use. There was no single institution; rather, each activity was carried out in a separate place. The young boy of privileged rank would be taken by a kind of chaperone, the paidagōgos, who was generally a respected slave within the parents' household. The elements of literacy were taught by the writing master, known as a grammatistes, the child learning his letters and numbers by scratching them on a waxcoated wooden tablet with a stylus. from an oral culture, to a religious school, then to two universities; long enough to be on the radio and on TV and to use a map in relief in teaching Greek civilization at Cairo University. However, he did not live long enough to see computers used for educational purposes.
format to a focus on interaction between learners and technologies to a focus on learning environments (Winn, 2002) , 
Challenges of Digital Education
Technology is fascinating, but in the wrong hands it can also be terrifying. 
